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Flare-accelerated particles



Effects of low- and high- energy cutoffs
Xia et al. 2021

n Low-energy cutoff (Holman et al., 
2003, 2011)
l Important parameters for 

determining electron number 
and energy

l Important for understanding 
spectral shape

n High-energy cutoff
l important for spectral shape 

at high energies
l important for understanding 

polarization (Jeffrey et al. 2020)



Do low-energy cutoffs really exist?

The warm-target model can be used

to obtain a lower estimate for the low-

energy cutoff 

Emslie et al. 2003
Kontar et al. 2019



nonuniform target ionization:

Su. 2010

Su et al. 2009



Sui et al. 2007

Fleishman et al. 2011

early impulsive flares

‘cold’ flares

20-40kev

Evidence of low-energy cutoffs



Our approach

n Try to avoid effect of thermal emission

n We search for full spectral signature (spectral flattening can be caused by 

many other processes.)

n We search for acceleration-related cutoffs

n Try to avoid CME-related eruptive events (focus on flare-related 

acceleration)

n Search for consistent evidence in SEP electron data

l X-ray photon spectra: downward injected energetic electrons

l SEP electron distribution: escaped energetic electrons



The results: Late Impulsive Bursts 

OSPEX fit results:  imaging: light curves and background 
selection (important):

We observed the full spectral signature of low-energy cutoff that cannot 
be easily explained by other processes rather than the acceleration itself.

Xia et al. 2021



The results: Late Impulsive Bursts

with albedo correction 



The albedo effects have small impacts on these low-energy cutoffs   

The results: Late Impulsive Bursts 

Xia et al. 2021



The high-energy cutoff is also important (but rarely studied)

Without effect of high-energy cutoff With effect of high-energy cutoff



The two events we selected:
• Show nearly no enhancement in 

electron flux below 27 keV. 
• Accompanied by flares that have 

flattened HXR spectra.

The results: SEP events

Xia et al. 2021



We found that the lower and upper cutoff energies of these 
two electron populations (injected and escaped from the same 
acceleration process) are consistent. 

The results: SEP events



Thank you!


